THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 18, 1991

MR. PRESIDENT:

Copies have been provided to the Chief of Staff and General Scowcroft.

Thank you.

Phillip D. Brady

THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN
06/19/91
Withdrawal/Redaction Sheet
(George Bush Library)
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<td>01. Memorandum</td>
<td>Case Number 247134SS From William K. Reilly to President Bush re: Environmental Conditions in Kuwait [SENT FOR AGENCY REFERRAL] (10 pp.)</td>
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MEMORANDUM FOR PHIL BRADY

FROM: EDE HOLIDAY

SUBJECT: Reilly Memorandum on Environmental Conditions in Kuwait

Attached please find a memorandum to the President from Administrator Reilly regarding environmental conditions in Kuwait.

Attachment

cc: General Scowcroft